I. INTRODUCTION
T HE increasing sophistication and diversity of malware has long ago surpassed the capabilities of malware analysts. Vast amounts of data need to be analyzed every day in search of potential threats, but the current techniques are simply not enough to comply with the high demand [9] . Malware writers use different methods, such as polymorphism and obfuscation, to outperform detection systems. Typical approaches often depend on signature-based detection, where a file's signature is compared to a list of known malicious ones. Though such approaches are computationally less demanding, they are susceptible to simple evasive techniques and zeroday exploits. Common detection techniques rely on static and dynamic analysis. Static analysis is computationally efficient and safer than other methods as it does not require the code's execution to allow being analyzed; however, it is also easily affected by evasive techniques. On the other hand, dynamic analysis has higher chances of detecting unseen samples This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement no. 786698. The work reflects only the authors' view and the Agency is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. but heavily affects the system performance since the file is analyzed in a virtual environment.
To overcome the above-mentioned problems, in this paper we investigate and evaluate an efficient detection mechanism relying on visual representations of malware. The proposed approach utilises binary visualisation, converting a file's binary data into an image, and self-organizing incremental neural networks (SOINN) for the analysis and detection of malicious payloads. By doing so, the likelihood of detecting obfuscated code in the file is increased [24] . The algorithm chosen for the binary representation uses Hilbert space-filling curves to cluster the data, ensuring that the data is grouped in an optimal way. Moreover, the use of SOINN in the detection mechanism, which is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm known for its incremental abilities, provides the ability of learning fast by exploiting only the information needed for building the neural network (NN) and removing redundant nodes. These properties of SOINN are inherited from self-organizing maps (SOM) and growing neural gas (GNG) [32] . Our contribution is the novel combination of binary visualization with SOINN whose robustness to noise makes it lightweight and faster than other approaches, and hence ideal for very large datasets allowing the provisioning of efficient detection mechanisms as a service. A prototype was developed for analyzing detection performance, where malware samples from various categories and file types were included to test the model in different scenarios. The experimental results showed a high overall detection accuracy, which attained its maximum value 94.1% for particular malware types.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we discuss related work in the area of binary visualization and machine learning, as well as other approaches combining both methods. Sections III, IV describe the proposed methodology and experimental results. Finally, a discussion of the results obtained is presented in Section V before concluding in the last section.
II. RELATED WORK
Analysis and detection of malware have been a persistent challenge for security professionals. Traditional attempts are focused on static and dynamic analysis, but the rapid growth and evolution of malicious code have compelled researchers in order to derive novel analysis and detection solutions. Machine learning (ML) is among the innovative technologies that have been employed towards that direction. Many works have focused on building frameworks for analysis [7] , [20] , [26] , acquiring static features [15] , [38] and classifying malware families [21] , [28] , [30] . A system relying on ML to detect an unknown malicious payload, without the need for removing obfuscation, was presented in [20] ; text classification methods were shown to improve the detection accuracy of obfuscated samples. A comparison of various ML algorithms, e.g. naive Bayes, random forest and support vector machine (SVM), on detecting malicious application programming interface (API) call sequences was perfomed in [38] , where the superiority of the SVM classifier was demonstrated. The main weakness of ML-based detection systems is that they rely on a virtual environment to analyze samples; this not only affects their runtime performance, but also endangers the whole system since the samples need to be executed. In addition, the ability of malware to adapt its behavior to the execution environment, the excessive number of features that need to be extracted per sample, and the high volume of malware instances being reported, reduce the chances of accurate detection [33] , [34] .
Alternative approaches exploring the use of samples' visual representation have been proposed; most efforts consider the clustering of malware by families or similarity [8] , [11] , [23] , [31] , whereas other works focus on evaluating the sampleto-image transformation with the majority utilizing grayscale images [12] , [13] . Examples of solutions proposed include the visualization of executables for reversing & analysis (VERA) framework [29] , which represents on a 3-dimensional space a program's flow to identify obfuscating parts of its code, and the similarity evidence explorer for malware (SEEM) tool [8] , which provides the ability to visually compare a given binary with classified samples to identify the similar ones. Although this line of research is quite promising, certain challenges need to be tackled. More precisely, most approaches are based on malware classification and not on its detection that is still performed by existing tools. In addition, the proposed approaches are often not robust to commonly used techniques that attackers could use, like data relocation and data redundancy, to circumvent the detection mechanism [13] .
Techniques investigating the combination of both aforementioned categories for malware analysis have not received much attention. Computer vision techniques and SVMs were used in [18] for malware detection achieving an accuracy of 95% on a dataset with 37K samples. A combination of ML, visualization and steganalysis was proposed in [1] to detect packed malware; both SVMs and a variation of the k-nearest neighbour (KNN) were used, with the later achieving a classification accuracy of 99.5%. A similarity detection framework with 1.2M samples was used in [19] for malware classification; an accuracy of 99% was achieved (for about half of the samples), but the use of similarity considerably lowers the probability of detecting unknown malware with dissimilar structure. Unfortunately, the above approaches are also susceptible to common attackers' techniques [25] . Thus, it seems that binary representation and ML still pose challenges, and resemble more than a modern addition to current systems rather than a replacement.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
This section presents the methodology used for developing the proposed malware detection system illustrated in Fig. 1 ; it relies on visualizing a file's binary onto a two-dimensional space and then using SOINN, after having performed feature extraction, to distinguish between benign and malicious files. A dataset of binary images was first generated from the sample files (Section III-A). The images are next pre-processed, where prominent features containing valuable information about the image are automatically extracted to form a vector of length 1024 (Section III-B). The vectors are then provided to SOINN (Section III-C), which performs clustering and classification; the training data are stored in a database for subsequent use during analysis and detection. A similar process is followed during the testing phase where, after having pre-processed the input file and generated the feature vector, the outcome is evaluated against the training data. The selection of the nearest vector (to the input given) and the class type is based on the Euclidean distance.
A. Binary visualisation
Binary visualization transforms the binary contents of a file to another domain that can be visually represented (normally a 2-dimensional space). Our visual representation algorithm is based on binvis.io [2] , an online tool that uses colour schemes to represent different binary or ASCII values. The clustering algorithm that is employed in Fig. 1 is based on the Hilbert space-filling curve, which outperforms other curves in preserving the locality between objects in multi-dimensional spaces [5] , [17] , thus creating a much more appropriate imprint of the image. The above combination is useful for detecting obfuscated code in malicious files, which could go unnoticed otherwise, since they tend to be grouped together. To convert a file into an image, its data are seen as a byte string, where each byte's value is compared against the ASCII table and is attributed to a color according to the division it belongs: • blue color, if the character is printable;
• green color, if the character is control; and • red color, if the character is extended. Besides the above divisions in the ASCII table, two more classes were added, namely 0x00 (colored black) and 0xFF (colored white), to represent null and (non-breaking) spaces respectively -an example visualization is given in Fig. 2 .
B. Feature extraction
During the pre-processing stage important features, capable of indicating the presence of malicious payload, are extracted from the image so as to be used in the classification process. The images' size is an important factor for the algorithm's performance. Indeed, by having images as small as 28 × 28 pixels, a vector of length 784 is obtained that might just not be large enough to include meaningful information for the distinction of malicious and benign files. On the other hand, this might still be the case even when the size is increased to 128 × 128 pixels. It is thus reasonable to assume that not all the values are relevant to distinguish the classes, since specific locations and patterns carry more information than other image areas. To have a valid analysis and increase the probability of detecting peculiarities, it is necessary to first detect the regions of interest (RoI) on the image where specific malware patterns may appear.
Similar to our methodology, [37] is clustering images using SOINN, but the work concerned the identification of persons over non-overlapping cameras. In order to obtain a reduced number of features, while minimizing the impact on system's performance, images were divided into 6 stripes to account for regions having different characteristics, since this was found to provide improved results during identification [27] ; different colour spaces and texture features were utilized on each stripe prior to conversion into histograms [10] , [40] , thus significantly reducing the feature vector's length.
The same approach is adopted in our case for obtaining the feature vector from the images, with the difference of having the images divided into 4 parts -top, bottom, upper and lower middle-and using only the RGB color space to compose the histogram. These regions were chosen due to the differences occurring in the majority of patterns obtained from each. The overall histogram, which serves as the feature vector of length k = 1024, is the result of concatenating the individual regions' histograms, each having length 256 (the RGB color space). It was shown during the experimentation that the number of features did not have a noticeable impact on the classification accuracy or the system performance.
C. Self-organizing incremental neural network
The feature vectors extracted from the images are given to SOINN, which has two layers; the first layer aims at learning the topological structure of the NN, whereas the second layer determines the number of clusters based on the input received from the first layer. Among other things, SOINN maintains a set N of nodes, the set C of connections between the nodes, and the set W of weights (i.e. feature vectors) associated with each node. The algorithm used for training the NN is employed at both layers, with the difference that the similarity threshold T determining if a new node should be added in N is adaptive (resp. constant) at the first (resp. second) layer. The algorithm is briefly described below; the details can be found in [32] .
The algorithm is initialized by setting N = {n 1 , n 2 }, with weights W = {w 1 , w 2 } chosen uniformly at random from the feature vectors, and C = ∅ to be the empty set. For each input vector u ∈ R k , the algorithm computes the closest nodes
referred to as the winner and second winner respectively, based on the Euclidean distance metric δ(x, y) = x − y . If no similarity exists between the input vector u and either w or w , the new node is inserted into the network N ; otherwise, a connection ( , ) between the winners is added to C, if not present, and its age is set to zero, i.e. α( , ) = 0. Next, the age of all connections with as a starting point is increased by 1. Since this process would create regions of highly connected nodes (corresponding to the formed classes), the algorithm is using an age threshold A in order to determine if a connection (i, j) ∈ C must be dropped. More precisely, if we have that a connection (i, j) is such that α(i, j) > A, then its importance is low compared to others and can be omitted. The similarity threshold used (at the first layer) above is node-specific, and is determined by the following function
where L i is either the set of neighbors of node i, if this set is nonempty, or it is equal to N \ {i} otherwise. Noise removal is one of the important aspects of SOINN that separates it from other algorithms and essentially allows the NN to maintain only the valuable pieces of information. To eliminate noisy nodes the algorithm is first provided with a λ value that determines the number of iterations the algorithm has to go through before searching for nodes that do not give important data. If a node has no neighbors, this means there is a possibility of distorting the pattern; nodes with two or less neighbors are removed only if considered insignificant. After the NN has been completely trained, the Euclidean distance is applied again to classify a file; the argument corresponding to the shortest distance is recognized as the winning node and its class is used to classify the input vector.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the performance analysis results of the prototype that was implemented based on the above methodology. The dataset that was used contained a total of 2K benign files, obtained from trusted, common and portable applications, and a total of 2K malicious files collected from the VirusShare website and included classes like viruses, worms, backdoors, rootkits, and trojans. Both the benign and malicious samples admitted the same distribution into various file types (with a predominance of executable files), which is illustrated in Table I . The performance of SOINN was assessed for various values of the parameters λ and A in terms of accuracy rate. For each setup, 100 Monte Carlo simulations were performed, with the same dataset, in order to get the average accuracy rate and the number of false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN); the results obtained are shown in Fig. 3 . The algorithm behaves well in distinguishing malicious from benign files in all cases with the exception of text files (.txt and .htm). The fact that benign .doc and .pdf files have less number of clusters in the images than the malicious ones (this was marked by the algorithm as a feature for malware), along with the fact that they do not just contain printable ASCII characters, has improved detection performance. A general remark is that the strong differences in the format of files do not allow obtaining a single solution fitting all cases, therefore having an impact on system's performance. A solution to this problem is to take a file's type into account, allowing the algorithm to properly adjust its behavior in each case. The impact that λ and A have on accuracy performance is shown in Fig. 4 . It is seen that increasing A excessively has an adverse effect in removing noise from the NN, and the time that the system needs for processing information increases with λ, A. The best accuracy rate during testing was achieved for λ = 290 and A = 170. The training of the system was extremely fast, taking about 15 seconds to compute a dataset with 4K feature vectors.
Moving to binary visualization, the images acquired reveal that it is possible to identify malware files through images. By representing a file's binary contents as an image, the potential patterns and discrepancies in data start to emerge. In Fig. 2 , the binary information composing examples of malicious and benign files is shown. Malicious files have a tendency for often including ASCII characters of various categories, presenting a colorful image, while benign files have a cleaner picture and distribution of values. Another technique to identify malicious files is to search for green and black areas since malware has a high predominance of control and null characters. In contrast, benign files are mostly made of printable and ASCII extended characters. A further aspect to note is that most benign files have a few clusters at the top and bottom of the image whereas malicious files have a higher variety of clusters. An insight on the color distribution of each class (i.e. benign vs. malware) is given in Fig. 5 . Although the green color is observed in about the same percentage of pixels, their spreading in the images differs with malware admitting regions of high concentration. The difference in black pixels is evident, since the use of null characters to transport and hide data or to exploit a system is quite common [3] , [39] .
An experiment was first performed, based on the dataset of 4K samples, to evaluate SOINN's detection accuracy and to obtain a quick estimate of its performance. To have more accurate information about its behavior when presented with high data volumes, another dataset of 200K samples was also created. The algorithm was found to be highly efficient and the time needed to complete the training phase of the last dataset was under 15 minutes in a personal workstation equipped with an Intel Core i5 processor. Using visual representation techniques allows to obtain an insight into the structural differences between malicious and benign files. Such differences are harder to identify in some file types; to be more precise, although .txt files are mostly composed of printable characters (blue), this is not the case in a (large) number of samples due to the existence of control characters, something that also holds for infected .txt files thus resulting in increased difficulty during analysis. To solve this problem, more representative (of a malware's features) samples could be used having a mixture of colors and clusters in the image. Executable files exhibit a more diverse color distribution as they include different categories from the ASCII table. Hence, in contrast to text files, it is unlikely that a high percentage of blue pixels will appear in a benign executable file's image representation, something that in turn increases the chances of being malware. Due to the above, it is evident why training the same NN for all file types drastically decreases the detection accuracy rate by 22%. This however could be overcome if the files' extension is also taken as input during the analysis and training of the neural network. By analyzing Fig. 3 , it is readily seen that the proposed algorithm is better in identifying text-based files than other file types. This means that our approach can accurately detect ransomware that has recently become one of the preferred and most consequential forms of attack. To the best of our knowledge, no other work has tested the proposed methodology for different file types; instead, solely executables are being used for measuring the performance of a detection mechanism.
Based on our experiments and the colour distribution, it was observed that malicious samples had a larger number of black colored regions than benign files. These regions represent null characters and various motives exist behind their use when the malware is written. Such characters, apart from representing the end of a string or being used for padding [14] , [35] , are also used by cyber-criminals to hide data or instructions in the registry [22] , [36] , a practice sought after by malware writers; however, it equally likely that these characters indicate (possibly malicious) unknown files that are being created at a host [4] . Several attacks are possible just by using null characters, e.g. to circumvent security mechanisms and load an infected file in order to allow remotely controling a system [6] . More details about the use of null characters for launching cyber-attacks can be found at the website of common attack pattern enumeration and classification (CAPEC) community. Regarding the patterns created, malware images tend to have more compact clusters and a variety of colors, whereas benign files are generally represented by almost static images with only a few and small-scale clusters. It was also noticed that the top and bottom half of the images carry information that is more crucial to the analysis and detection of malware than the rest of the areas, since this is where different clusters, from picture to picture, are often perceived.
Regarding the algorithm's performance, SOINN achieved an accuracy of 73.7% for just over 4K samples. As Fig. 7 shows, the accuracy rate (resp. false positives and false negatives) increases (resp. decrease) with the number of samples, and thus it would be possible to get much better results provided that more samples are added during the training phase. SOINN is capable of reducing its internal structure without having to abdicate from new or old knowledge (stability-plasticity dilemma). Its noise removal properties ensure that the network is not limited in capacity, a problem that is found in nearest neighbours algorithm [19] . SVMs have similar drawbacks; the major problem are the highly complex and extensive memory requirements, as well as, the slow response during the testing. Ont the other hand, SOINN is lightweight and extremely fast, the whole network was trained in under 15 seconds for about 10K iterations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an image-based malware detection technique was proposed that uses unsupervised learning. The study tested if malicious files could be differentiated from benign files by focusing on features extracted from their visual representation. The proposed approach utilizes feature vectors of length 1024 and does not employ any computationally intensive technique or algorithm, which allowed fast processing and training times. The experimental tests were conducted for different file types and malware categories and revealed that the algorithm, whose accuracy is improved with the available number of samples, can be successfully used for malware detection. In particular, the algorithm achieved an overall average detection rate of about 74% with 12% false positives and 14% false negatives. Ongoing work, aims at extending the approach presented to mobile platforms as a lightweight cloud-based antivirus. Since there is great potential in improving the results obtained by enhancing feature extraction, a number of options is currently being considered, including Gabor texture filters and multiresolution analysis techniques among others.
